Genitivo sassone 50.1

Make sentences using the possessive case

1. Bob / grandparents / are / in France
   Bob’s grandparents are in France

2. Steve / schoolmates / are / friendly

3. Zoe, Martin and Ann / drama teachers / great / are

4. Janet / Zoe / grandmother / is / sixty-five years old

5. Paul / Mary / scooters / are / in the garden

6. Martin and Janet / parents / live / in London

Soluzioni:
(1) Bob’s grandparents are in France (2) Steve’s schoolmates are friendly (3) Zoe’s, Martin’s and Ann’s drama teachers are great (4) Janet and Zoe’s grandmother is sixty-five years old (5) Paul’s and Mary’s scooters are in the garden (6) Martin and Janet’s parents live in London
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Genitivo sassone 50.2

Make sentences

es best/Luck's/ s/Peter/ friend

Peter's Jack's best friend

2 cds/these/ Eleanor/ are

3 parents/ car/ not/ very/ my/ is/ they/ to change/ but/ it/ want/ old

4 aunt/ Sara's/ pizza/ always/ my/ is/ great

5 imagination/ seems/ limits/ no/ to have/ Emma

6 Dog/ This her/ is/ Jane

7 Tom/ They/ his/ are/ parents

8 house/ His/ is/ very/ not/ big/ Jack

9 Anne/ loves/ animals/ Anne/ . Dog/ Her/ so/ is/ cute

10 Here/ is/ keys/ his/ Peter

Soluzioni:

(1) Peter's Jack's best friend (2) These are Eleanor's cds (3) My parents' car is not very old but they want to change it (4) My aunt Sara's pizza is always great (5) Emma's imagination seems to have no limits (6) This is Jane's dog (7) They're Tom's parents (8) Jack's house isn't very big (9) Anne loves animals. Anne's dog is so cute (10) Here's Peter's keys
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Rewrite the sentences changing the expressions between the | | with the possessive case.

1. The daughter of Mr and Mrs Smith and her husband live in Rome
   Mr and Mrs Smith's daughter

2. The |car of my parents| is in the garage of Paul.

3. The |birthday of my sons| is on June 24th.

4. |The shoes of Phil| are on the shelf.

5. The |old castle of the Backer| is for rent.

6. The |rucksacks of the students| are in the school courtyard.

7. The |blue jeans of those people| are old.

8. Why are you riding |the bike of your mother|?

9. The |children of Mr Wilson and Mr Jackson| are in the park.

10. |The gloves of Janet| are in the wardrobe.

Soluzioni:
  (1) Mr and Mrs Smith's daughter  (2) My parents' car  (3) my sons' birthday  (4) Phil's shoes  (5) The Backer's old castle  (6) The students' rucksacks  (7) Those people's blue jeans  (8) Your mother's bike  (9) Mr Jackson's and Mr Wilson's children  (10) Janet's gloves.
Complete the sentences with ‘ or ’s.

1. I love Johnny Depp’s movies.
2. Mr. Smith’s secretary hasn’t arrived yet.
3. My wife’s parents are from England.
4. Give me the baby’s toys.
5. Give me the babies’ toys.
6. This is Charlie’s bike.
7. Stephen’s sister is ten years old.
8. Those girls’ dresses are very beautiful.
9. Michelle’s voice is particular.

Soluzioni:

(1) ’s (2) ’s (3) ’s (4) ’s (5) ’s (6) ’s (7) ’s (8) ’s (9) ’s
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Genitivo sassone 50.5

Rewrite the sentences using the Saxon genitive.

es This is the book of John.

This is John’s book

2 Bring with you the CD player of Freddy.

3 The car of my parents is not so expensive.

4 The room of the children is the last

5 Let’s go to the house of the Smiths.

6 He has stolen the pencil of the boy.

7 The hat of that girl is yellow.

8 The leg of the chair needs to be fixed.

9 The offices of this building are beautiful.

10 The letter of Dana has just arrived.

Soluzioni:

(1) This is John’s book (2) Bring with you Freddy’s CD player (3) My parents’ car is not so expensive (4) The children’s room is the last (5) Let’s go to the Smiths’ house (6) He has stolen the boy’s pencil (7) That girl’s hat is yellow (8) The chair’s leg needs to be fixed (9) This building’s offices are beautiful (10) Dana’s letter has just arrived
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